Dear Partners,
If you opened to get to this link you are interested in what God is doing in and through our
work. You are interested in our current challenge.
We knew we were heading in uncharted waters as we have set sail on the role as
missionaries for economic development. Which is kind of funny when our biggest concern
personally is our financial status.
With our former sending agency we had built up a several thousand-dollar surplus so that
we would have our support – it took many years to build that up but when we switched to
our new sending agency we were not able to bring those funds with us.
We have had some supporting churches or individuals reduce their support of stop
altogether. We have not known who was doing what until we began to see the new giving
habits.
We now find ourselves with not enough funds to cover our salary, insurance and retirement
contributions this month.
Some have asked why we don’t get our support from the stores – and that is because we
are not at the stores working. If we were we would not be able to work with the other
groups we are serving and travel to cast vision to other churches not to mention returning
to the Balkans from time to time to stay connected to our work there.
We have not stop working with our connection in the Balkans we do much of it from a far
but will still need to go back from time to time.
We have been praying hard and have cut back on needless spending but with inflation
happening for all of us things are still costing more.
So, what do we want you to do.
1) Pray for us and wisdom to know how to proceed
2) Give if you are able to help us create a surplus so we have a month or two ahead in
our account
3) Have us come to your church or small group to share what God is doing and how
they can impact the poor locally and around the world?
We are open and willing to do whatever God wants – if the current role is not supported by
the church (that is God’s people) then we will figure out some other role to play to advance
the kingdom. Right now, we have not been released from what we are doing and will do it
as best we can for as long as we can.
Thanks for your support and prayers over the years. You are part of all that God had done
through us.

Give to our personal support click
https://www.aplos.com/aws/give/MissionIgniter/Mellinger

